THE VINTAGE SPORTS CAR CLUB OF W.A. (Inc)
STAMPEDE 2010
BARBAGELLO RACEWAY, WATTLE AVENUE NEERABUB

Sunday 5th December
Dear Club Member,
You are cordially invited to enter the 2010 VSCC Stampede, which will be, as always, a
single-club Modern Regularity for the whole day. The notion is for Club Members to have the
opportunity to enter, in a comparatively safe environment, vehicles that are not normally
acceptable, or are not normally competitive – could be your daily driver, or your old banger
that you haven’t quite finished restoring. It’s also the opportunity to give your support crew a
go in our friendly, supportive, Club environment – temporary Club membership and
temporary CAMS 2SEs will be available to people holding a street license. Of course, if it’s
just you and your usual steed, that’s perfectly acceptable as well, and if you’re “between
vehicles” you’re equally welcome to come along (entry to the circuit is free!) and enjoy the
events in the friendly Club atmosphere.
The exciting news for 2010 is that we’re proposing to run a Team Relay Regularity. Details
are still to be fully worked out: there will be a forum of ideas at the October General Meeting,
Enclosed with the Sup Regs and Entry Form, is a Team Nomination Form, to be returned with
your entry. You’ll need a team of four or five cars, four or five drivers (each with their own
nominated time for the day), and a non-driver Team Manager. The rest is in the mixer, but a
committee of Team Manager/Team Representatives under the Chair of noted Fiat peddler
Steve Boyle will sort it all out, hopefully before the day. If you’re shy, you can’t find a team.
put in the Team Nomination Form with just yours, or you and a mates name, and we’ll cobble
up compatible teams out of the odd bits. You don’t have to do Team Relay, and indeed some
might not have the opportunity as we’ll have to juggle the 130% speed differential and the
vehicle compatibility matrix to meet safety requirements, but be assured that every effort will
be made to ensure that everybody gets equal laps opportunity.
Scrutiny will be on offer at Albany and Bunbury in the week before the event if there are
sufficient entries from those regions, actual time and place to be advised with the Entry
acceptance letter. Metro scrutiny will be, as was successful last year, at the Welshpool Dept of
Transport Vehicle Inspection Centre (Murray Rd) on Saturday morning 27th November.
Scrutiny for other country entrants and eligible audit cars will be available, as always, at
Barbagallo on the day from 7:00am, but a late fee will be charged for those who had other
opportunity. Please indicate on the new-look entry form which scrutiny venue you intent to
attend, to assist in our organisation. The last part on the “Declaration” side of the Entry Form
need only be filled in by those with an eligible Race Audit (Target) Scrutiny vehicle(s)
McCrakan House will be open from fourish (when track action has ceased) for refreshments
and socializing. Prices will be normal WASCC bar prices.
Stampede Organizing Committee

